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World Hand Hygiene Day on 5.5.2024













The aim of this year’s campaign is to further expand the knowledge and skills of healthcare professionals (HCPs) and enhance infection prevention and control (ICP). Learn more about innovative and effective training on infection prevention here.





Learn more







Save the Date - HSC Symposium 2024













On June 10 -11 2024, HARTMANN will continue its lecture series “Safety first – Rethinking infection prevention”. This time, the symposium with the title “Milestones in Infection Prevention and Control” will be held as a hybrid event. Save the Date!





Learn more







DISINFACTS 2/2023 - Out now!













In the current issue, we inform you about specialist topics relating to hygiene and infection protection. This time with the focus on protecting health and the environment. Enjoy reading!





Learn more









Knowledge Database


The A-to-Z database provides information on each pathogen, the most common infections that it triggers, its main transmission paths and recommendations on disinfection. In the glossary, you will find explanations of infection control terms. Search now!
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Hygiene Knowledge













Hand hygiene













Proper hand hygiene is of vital importance to effectively protect patients and staff against infections in healthcare settings. Learn about primary elements of hand hygiene, e.g. hand disinfection, skin care and the use of gloves and dispensers.





Learn more







Surface hygiene













Clinically relevant pathogens often persist on inanimate surfaces for weeks or even months. Hence, surface disinfection and cleaning are part of the multi-barrier system for preventing healthcare-associated infections in healthcare settings. Read more.





Learn more







Hygiene measures













For preventing healthcare-associated infections, it is imperative to consistently implement hygiene measures. Read more about standard precautions in infection control, modes of transmission and pathogen-specific hygiene measures.





Learn more
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Expert Advice













We are happy to answer your questions about our products, application and compatibility. Our advice covers all topics related to disinfection, hygiene and infection control.





Learn more







DISINFACTS













Our periodically published DISINFACTS offers well-founded and practical information on special topics related to hygiene and infection protection. The focus: new recommendations and regulations, studies, products, and background knowledge on diseases.





Learn more







Concentrate calculator













To determine the share of concentrate when preparing ready-to-use solutions use our concentrate calculator. Simply enter the desired volume and concentration and the calculator automatically indicates the required amount of concentrate.
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This might also interest you






World Hand Hygiene Day on 5.5.2024











The aim of this year’s campaign is to further expand the knowledge and skills of healthcare professionals (HCPs) and enhance infection prevention and control (ICP). This should be achieved primarily through innovative and effective training on infection prevention and improving access to training. Learn more here.
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International Campaign Days











Learn more












Glossary











In the regularly updated glossary you will find important technical terms related to infection prevention. In alphabetical order from A–Z, hygiene terms important for the practice and understanding of infection prevention are explained.





Learn more
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